The Famous
CRYSTAL TIMER
(Patented Oct. 12, 1920)

FOR FORDS
CARS—TRUCKS—TRACTORS

Crystal Timer Sales Co.

824 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Wonderful Solution of Science
to all Ford Ignition Timing Problems

Guaranteed to outwear all other timers,
Nothing to break or wear out in use.
PRICE $2.75
The Famous “CRYSTAL” With the VISIBLE Spark

Wipe Contact on Tool Steel, Exactly Same Principle of High Priced Cars. Insulation of Genuine Pyrex Glass, forming a Transparent Timer Head.

THESE ADVANTAGES ARE YOURS WITH A CRYSTAL TIMER

PERFECT INSULATION—
Pyrex Glass, of which the Timer Head is constructed, is known the world over as being unaffected by Heat, Cold, Oil or Water, thus providing in Head and Raceway the IDEAL insulation. Used EXCLUSIVELY on CRYSTAL TIMER.

QUICKER PICK-UP—
Crystal Timer, being ALWAYS clean and efficient, free from tacky grease and defective insulation, makes your Motor Bark Right Out, Full of Pep; Quickeys your Acceleration when you NEED it on the GRT-AWAY—in TRAFFIC. And because it EXPLODES ALL the gas that is compressed, there is less flooding and consequently less logey slowing down of the motor under emergency braking in traffic.

LONG LIFE—
There is nothing to break or wear out in a Crystal Timer under ordinary use. The wires, emerging from top instead of sides, are kept grease free. There is only ONE moving part, and that part IMPROVES with use.

EASILY ADJUSTED—
Being a two-piece Timer, the glass can easily be removed without disconnecting the steel retainer ring. No fooling with cold fingers or in the dark on delicate adjustments.

FULLY GUARANTEED—
Our dealers stand back of our guarantee that YOU will get THESE results on YOUR car with a Crystal Timer. The best advertisement we have is the Timer installed. Thousands are sold every month because "one satisfied customer recommends it to another."

No Roller bearings to wear out—No Fibre Insulation to soak up oil and sponge. Needs no Oiling. It is Self Cleansing, Non Wearing. Indestructible.

WIPE CONTACT—
No rollers to slide, grease, gum or stick. No fibre to wear down, gum up, pit, shear or ridge. Nothing to jump, skip, "fly down" or "plough oil." Crystal Timer contact embraces the principle used on the highest priced car—a wipe contact of new, non wearing metal on EXTRA HEAVY HARDENED TOOL STEEL.

SELF CLEANSING—
A WIPE CONTACT means a self cleansing timer. Nothing can accumulate upon the contact raceway as with a roller timer. No oiling being required, there is an entire absence of that dirty, musky, tacky film of grit and grease that makes starting so hard in cold weather.

VISIBLE FIRING—
A wonderful advantage obtainable in no other timer. Saves hours of expensive trouble hunting as it INSTANTLY reveals whether or not source of trouble is in IGNITION. This one feature alone makes it worth while to install CRYSTAL TIMER as it will save its cost many times over.

"HELL HOT" SPARK—
Crystal Timer is known to the trade as the timer with the "HELL HOT" Spark. Wipe contact on an always clean raceway produces PERFECT IGNITION without FRICTION, thus MORE INTENSITY without INCREASED current consumption.

MORE MILEAGE—
Crystal Timer Saves Gas TWO WAYS—First, through ignition of ALL compressed MIXTURE, no UNUSED GAS going out of exhaust. Second, because it fires on a LEANER MIXTURE than ordinary designs, thus DOUBLY insuring GREATER GAS MILEAGE.
Crystal Timer HAS TEN POINTS of Superiority

over all other Ford Timers, all combining to make for that simplicity and perfection of ignition that "turns a Ford into a Pierce-Arrow" IN operation and keeps a Ford OPERATING.

As a Ford driver you know the wonderful possibilities of your power plant when everything is "just right."

Crystal Timer puts the "SURE" into INSURE and once installed on your car, ends for all time your ignition troubles.

Our dealers can apply a Crystal Timer in a few minutes thus securing for you YEARS of continuous, reliable SERVICE.

A few days will prove that your FORD will RUN as SMOOTHLY as a SIX, free from the jumpy, skippy tricks of your old timer.

A few more days and a turn of the carburetor will prove your gas saving. But only after you have run thousands of miles in hot and cold weather, through all sorts of roads and hauling all kinds of loads can you FULLY appreciate the WORTH and CONVENIENCE of a CRYSTAL TIMER.

Authorized Dealers and Agents Everywhere.

MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

CRYSTAL TIMERS, Inc.
Corning, N. Y.